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Preface
Fifty years after the close of the Second Vatican Council, with the publication of this Old Testament volume of the New Collegeville Bible Commentary, Liturgical Press continues to respond to the call of the Dogmatic
Constitution on Divine Revelation that “Access to sacred Scripture ought
to be open wide to the Christian faithful” (Dei Verbum 22).
The New Collegeville Bible Commentary: Old Testament draws richly on
the expanding field of scholars who are opening up the sacred Scriptures
to ever-new generations of Catholics. Following the time-tested criteria of
the Collegeville Commentary these scholars offer accessible and up-to-date
interpretation of the Old Testament texts for pastoral ministers, catechists,
preachers, students, and general readers who seek a deeper understanding
of what Dei Verbum so beautifully describes as “a storehouse of sublime
teaching on God and of sound wisdom on human life, as well as a wonderful treasury of prayers” (15).
The New Collegeville Bible Commentary traces its form and purpose back
to 1960 with the publication of the Old and New Testament Reading Guides
by Liturgical Press. In the 1980s the original series was replaced with the
Collegeville Bible Commentary, and for the first time the series was offered in
both individual booklets and in collected Old and New Testament volumes.
The first two editions have sold more than two million copies combined,
amply demonstrating their effectiveness and appeal.
The third edition—the New Collegeville Bible Commentary—is now complete, and we are pleased to offer this Old Testament volume to complement
the New Testament volume published in 2009. As the late Fr. Daniel Durken,
O.S.B., editor of this third edition, said in concluding his preface to the New
Testament volume in 2009: “May these commentaries, together with frequent reading of Scripture, inspire you and lead you to greater knowledge
and love of Jesus Christ.”
November 18, 2015
Fiftieth Anniversary of Dei Verbum

Peter Dwyer
Director
Liturgical Press
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Introduction to the Bible
Gregory W. Dawes
INTRODUCTION

The book we know as the Bible is not so much a single book as a library.
It is a collection of books, written by different authors, at different times,
and dealing with a wide range of concerns. We recognize this fact when
we refer to the Bible as “the Scriptures,” a term that implies we are not
dealing with one book but with many. Even our English word “Bible” was
originally not a singular noun but a plural one, for it comes from the Greek
term ta biblia, which means simply “the books.” Only very late in its history
did the corresponding Latin word biblia come to be treated as a singular
noun.
Imagine that you were to walk into your local public library and pick
up a book entirely at random off the shelves. As you opened the book, there
would be a number of questions that would immediately spring to mind.
First of all, you might ask yourself, “What sort of book is this? Is it a ‘how-to’
book, such as a car repair manual, or a work on home decorating? Is it a
work of fiction, such as a novel? Is it a history book, telling what purports
to be a true story of a person or place? Or is it a textbook, setting out the
fundamental ideas of some field of study?”
If you were not able to answer these questions, you would hardly know
what to do with the book you were holding. What use would it be to you?
How could you begin to understand it? As you continued turning the pages,
other questions might occur to you. You might ask, for instance, “Who
wrote this book? When was it written? For what purpose was it written?
How is it set out? Does it, for example, tell a story with a beginning, a
middle, and an end?” These questions, too, would help you to understand
the book better and to use it more intelligently.
Each volume in the New Collegeville Bible Commentary series will deal
with one or more of the books that form the biblical library. In studying
that book, it will ask precisely these questions. What sort of book is this?
When was it written? By whom was it written and for what purpose? How
1
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does it organize its material and present its message? It is important to try
to answer such questions if we are to read biblical books intelligently.
This volume, however, is intended as an introduction to the series as a
whole. For this reason it is not devoted to any one of the biblical books; it
is intended to be a guide to the library as a whole. What we will be looking
at in the following pages is the history of this collection of writings and the
ways in which it has been used. The questions we will be interested in are:
Who founded this library? What books are found in it, and why were they
selected? How has the collection developed over time? The following pages
will also discuss how the library has been used over the long period of its
history. What authority has been given to this particular collection of books
and why? What instructions have been given for their interpretation during
the long period that they have been regarded as Sacred Scripture?
In a word, this short work is intended to provide an initial orientation
to the Bible for the general reader. It aims to help you read both the Bible
itself and its commentaries with a sense of the contexts out of which they
have come. It will therefore discuss all the matters traditionally dealt with
in an introduction to the Bible. To use some technical terms, which we will
come across later, it will deal with issues of the biblical text, the biblical
canon, biblical authority, and biblical criticism. But rather than discussing
these matters in the abstract, it will do so in a broadly historical context.
It will examine the origin of the biblical writings and the ongoing story of
their interpretation by reference to wider changes in the Christian community and in the society to which it belongs.
The focus of this short book will be on the Christian churches and—in
more recent times—the Catholic Church. But it is important to realize that
the Christians are not the only people for whom the Bible is Sacred Scripture. The first part of the Bible, which Christians call the Old Testament, is
also Jewish Scripture, read and studied in the synagogue in the same way
as the Christian Bible is read and studied in the churches. The Jewish Bible,
otherwise known as the Hebrew Bible, is often referred to simply as Tanak,
a word made up of the initial letters of the Hebrew names of its three
principal parts: the Torah (Law), the Nevi< im (the Prophets), and the Ketuvim
(the Writings).
Insofar as it deals with the origins of the Old Testament books, the
present volume will also be dealing with the origins of Tanak. To the extent
that both Jews and Christians make reference to these writings, they share
a common set of Scriptures. But when it comes to the interpretation of these
writings, the two traditions part company. Jews and Christians read and
understand these common Scriptures very differently. The present work
2
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will deal only with the history of Christian biblical interpretation; it will
not try to deal with the Jewish. It would take another book to do justice to
that topic, one written by an author with a more profound knowledge of
Judaism. All I want to do here is to offer a warning. The attitudes towards
the Bible described here are not the only attitudes that can be taken by
people of faith. There is a parallel and very rich history of interpretation
with which this introduction cannot deal.
In fact, there is a second history that this short work does not cover. This
is the history of the use of the Bible outside the world of religious thought.
It is the history of the Bible as a cultural artifact: its use by painters, musicians, poets, and playwrights and the role it has played in the development
of our thinking on a range of issues, from politics to psychology. This would
be a fascinating field of study, for—whatever one thinks of the Bible’s
message—it would be hard to overestimate its cultural significance.
One could study, for instance, the changing ways in which painters and
sculptors have depicted biblical scenes or the ways in which poets have used
biblical themes to add resonance to their works. One could trace the influence
of biblical patterns of thought on thinkers as apparently irreligious as Karl
Marx (1818–1883) and Sigmund Freud (1856–1939). Sadly, however, I cannot
deal with this topic either. In fact, no one person could hope to do it justice.
A proper treatment of the Bible’s cultural significance would require a whole
team of authors with expertise in these different fields of study.
Finally, there is a third history of the Bible that the present study will
not be able to discuss. This is the history of how the Bible has actually been
used within the Christian community but at the grassroots level (as it were),
outside the relatively rarified world occupied by bishops and theologians.
A history of this sort would look at the use of the Bible by popular preachers, by teachers in classrooms, and by leaders of church discussion groups.
It would also examine the ways in which individuals have used the
Bible, irrespective of what their teachers may have taught them. For instance, there exists a long-standing custom of solving personal dilemmas
by opening the Bible at random and seeking an answer in whatever verse
comes to hand. While widely condemned by church authorities and theologians, the practice continues to be used in our own time. In previous ages,
biblical verses have also been used in charms and amulets, to ward off the
power of evil in ways that many would regard as magical.
A history of such unofficial practices would be an extraordinarily interesting one, but it also falls outside the scope of the present work. What we
are interested in here is what has been said about the Bible by its officially
sanctioned interpreters and by those who have sought to influence them.
3
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It is a history of what we might call the institutional interpretation of the
Bible within the Christian churches.
The present work falls naturally into two parts. The first will concentrate
on the origins of the Bible. It will offer a glimpse of the ways in which the
people of Israel and then, in later centuries, the early Christians gathered
this collection together and gave it the status of Sacred Scripture. This is
the foundational section of the present study. After all, until there was an
official collection of biblical writings, there was nothing for later Christians
to interpret.
The second and larger part of our work will deal with the history of
biblical interpretation. The survey found here will be divided into four
periods. The first period is the longest, embracing both the age of those who
are known as the church fathers and the Middle Ages. If we were to assign
dates to this period, it would take us from about the year 200 to about the
year 1500. Our second major period, that of the Protestant Reformation and
Catholic Counter-Reformation, takes us from approximately the year 1500
to about 1650. This is a much shorter period, but it is one in which Western
Christianity experienced revolutionary changes.
Our third period is the one I have described as the modern era. This
may be said to begin with the scientific revolution of the mid-seventeenth
century and continue through to our own time. However, we cannot stop
there. Recent decades have witnessed a series of revolutions in scholarly
attitudes to the Bible. These developments may conveniently be dealt with
in a fourth and final section, under the heading of postmodern approaches
to biblical interpretation.
While this represents a very broad overview of a very complex history,
it may offer the general reader a helpful framework within which to begin
to understand the Bible. In particular, it should enable you to appreciate
the variety of ways in which the Christian Scriptures can be interpreted. It
will also highlight the fact that these methods of biblical interpretation are
not timeless. They did not fall from heaven as a user’s guide to a divinely
inspired collection of books. They represent attempts by devout but limited
human beings to make sense of a set of writings they believed to be God’s
word for their time. However much the Bible may be thought to embody
an eternal truth, its interpreters remain fallible human beings, bound by
the limitations of their time and place.

4

The Origins of the Bible
The question with which this first section of our study deals seems
simple enough: Where have these writings come from? But in dealing with
this topic we are faced with almost insurmountable difficulties. Biblical
scholars have spent more than two hundred years trying to trace the origins
of the biblical writings, and yet this remains one of the most hotly debated
topics in contemporary religious scholarship.
To make the present task more manageable, I will begin by making a
distinction. I will distinguish between the material found in the Bible and
the Bible in its present form as a collection of works from different times
and places. Some of the material found in the Bible is probably very ancient,
but the task of tracing its origin is best left to the authors of the individual
commentaries in this series. All I can do here is try to trace the origin of the
Bible in its present form. The question I will be trying to answer is: Where
has this particular collection of books come from? I will begin by discussing
the way in which Jews and Christians gradually assembled their sacred
writings. I will describe how these Scriptures have been transmitted to us
before glancing briefly at some major biblical translations.
THE BIBLICAL CANON

We may begin with what is generally described as the formation of the
biblical canon. The word “canon” is derived from a Greek word meaning
a rod or a rule, in the sense of a rod of fixed length that could be used for
measurement. When used metaphorically, the same word indicated a fixed
standard, a norm against which other things could be judged. The word
could be used, for instance, of the models artists used to ensure correct
proportions or of the models grammarians used to indicate correct speech.
When such models were set out in the form of a table, the table as a whole
could be described as a canon. At this point, the word had come to mean
something like an authoritative series or list.
This is the sense in which Jews and Christians speak about the canon
of the Bible. It is the list of biblical writings that is considered to carry authority within the synagogue and the churches. It is interesting to note that
the word canon is today sometimes used in non-religious contexts. In literary
5
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studies, for instance, there have been some lively debates over the canon
of English literature. The key question here has been: Which works should
one include as worthy of study in a university course? More importantly,
which works have traditionally been excluded, as unworthy of our attention, and why? Has the time come to incorporate previously marginalized
voices—perhaps those of women or of African-American writers—into the
canon?
Of course, similar questions can be asked of the Bible. There are, for
instance, a number of early Christian gospels that the church came to regard
as extra-canonical, that is, as not having authoritative status. (Such works
are sometimes referred to as apocryphal works.) Often such works were
excluded from the canon because they were thought to embody false teachings. Some of the non-canonical gospels, for instance, were connected with
groups that are described today as Gnostic, a term that embraces a number
of religious movements that flourished in the second century of the Christian era. These movements combined Christian beliefs with elaborate myths
about the origin of the world in ways that made many of the church fathers
deeply uneasy.
In recent decades, theologians have sometimes wanted to revisit these
judgments. They have argued that such marginalized Christian groups may
have something to tell us. In effect, this means questioning the limits of our
present canon by suggesting that certain works should not have been
excluded. But it is not only theologians who sometimes question the limits
of the canon; the same is true of historians. If historians are in search of the
history of biblical Judaism and early Christianity, they will make use of
canonical and non-canonical works alike. For instance, some contemporary
writers on the “historical Jesus” will refer to the non-canonical Gospel of
Thomas, believing that this work embodies historically reliable informa
tion.
Whatever one may think of the limits of the canon, the existence of a
canon of Scripture is a historical fact. For better or for worse, the canon of
Scripture constitutes the Bible as we know it. It is the formation of the biblical canon that is of interest here. When did this particular collection of books
come to be formed? Who was involved in its formation? What books were
included? What criteria were used in the selection of these particular
writings?
Before we begin looking at the details of this process, the reader may
wish to note a particular feature of biblical scholarship. Because such
scholarship is engaged in by Jews and Christians alike, one often finds the
religiously more inclusive abbreviations b.c.e., “Before the Common Era,”
6
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and c.e., “Common Era,” which are used in place of the more common b.c.,
“Before Christ,” and a.d., Anno Domini, “in the year of [our] Lord.” While
these two sets of terms have different meanings, they divide history in
exactly the same way. As a matter of consistency, the New Collegeville Bible
Commentary uses b.c. and a.d.
THE FORMATION OF THE OLD TESTAMENT CANON

First of all, we should examine the collection of writings that Christians
customarily call the Old Testament. It is difficult to be certain about the
events that led to the formation of the Old Testament canon. Some Old
Testament books may contain material that is much older than the books
in the present form, reaching back into the early centuries of the first
millennium b.c. The traditions that constitute these books probably first
circulated by word of mouth, since the Old Testament seems to have its
origins in an oral culture.
Other traditions may have existed in written form before being incorporated into the books we now have. Biblical scholars have spilled much
ink researching the formation of individual books and debating the date
of the materials they contain. (For further information, the reader should
consult the individual commentaries in this series.) But my concern here is
not with the process by which individual books were formed; I am interested
in the process by which these books were collected into an authoritative
body of literature.
(a) The crisis of the Exile
A key event in this development seems to have been the Babylonian
Exile, a series of tragedies that befell the Jewish people in Palestine in the
sixth century b.c. On two occasions—first in the year 597 b.c. and then in
the year 586 b.c.—the armies of the great empire of Babylon swept down
from the north to destroy the Jewish kingdom in southern Palestine. This
was not the first political catastrophe to be experienced by the Jewish inhabitants of the land. In the year 722 b.c. the armies of a previous Mesopotamian superpower, Assyria, had laid waste to the northern part of the
Jewish-occupied land of Palestine. But according to the biblical history, the
Jewish population of the North had long formed a separate kingdom,
following a schism that had occurred in about the year 922 b.c.
At the time of the destruction of this Northern Kingdom the inhabitants
of the Southern Kingdom, that of Judah, had escaped relatively unscathed.
It seems from the account offered by the prophet Jeremiah (see, for instance,
7
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Jeremiah 7) that by the sixth century b.c. the inhabitants of Judah felt secure.
They believed that the dynasty established by King David in Jerusalem
enjoyed divine protection and that the Temple of God established in that
city would never be destroyed.
The catastrophe of 586 b.c. put an end to this complacency. The Babylonians not only destroyed the city of Jerusalem and its temple and took a
large part of the population of Judea into exile, but they also captured the
ruling Jewish king and put his sons to death before his eyes prior to blinding him and taking him into exile as their prisoner. (One can read the biblical
account of these events in 2 Kings 25.)
It would be difficult to overestimate the religious crisis brought on by
these events. What had happened to God’s promises to Israel? What had
become of the promise of the land of Israel, the promise that the descendants
of David would rule as kings in the city of Jerusalem? Israel’s identity as a
nation seemed to be in ruins. It fell to the prophets of that period, particularly the prophets Jeremiah and Ezekiel, to interpret the crisis and to give
hope to the nation once again. The memory of their words helped to shape
the Old Testament as we have it.
Of particular importance were the collected sayings of the prophet
Jeremiah that seem to have been shaped by traditions now found in the
book of Deuteronomy. According to the books of both Deuteronomy and
Jeremiah, the promises of God were conditional. Their fulfillment was
dependent on Israel’s obedience to the Torah, the law given to Moses. On
these grounds, the catastrophe of the Exile was explicable. It was not the
case that God had abandoned Israel. On the contrary, Israel had abandoned
God by failing to observe the law God had given. The defeat suffered at
the hands of the Babylonians was a divine punishment. But it was not the
last word. God may punish but would also restore, bringing Israel back to
the land and rebuilding its temple. The book of Jeremiah could even speak
of a “New Covenant,” comparable to that originally made with Moses on
Mt. Sinai (see Jeremiah 31).
The words of Jeremiah are important for many reasons. Not least among
these is the fact that Christians would later claim to be the heirs of this New
Covenant (or New Testament). The traditions found in Deuteronomy and
Jeremiah are also of importance for the formation of the Old Testament
canon, since it was this interpretation of the Exile that seems to have
prompted one of the earliest attempts to compile and edit Israel’s religious
traditions. The traditions in question are those that make up our biblical
books of Joshua, Judges, Samuel, and Kings. Many scholars believe that
these books have been edited into a more or less unified story, often de8

